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Soft Touch

Soft Touch White

Bier

Soft Touch Black

Thai Tissue

Bier Bock

Bier Ale

Thai Buff

Thai Pink

Bier Weizen

Thai Light Blue

Thai Purple

Thai Red

Soft Touch Mixed Pack

Thai White

Thai Mauve

Thai Green

Bier Mixed Pack

Thai Blue

Thai Mixed Pack

Mixed Packs

Pure Sensations
No piece of paper can be
folded over more than 7
times.

A sumptuous collection of papers transfixing the eye, rich to
the touch.
Treasury The visual attraction of Real Gold and White Gold
is simply stunning, they have an unmatched radiance and a
uniqueness that depicts true beauty and value.
The Soft Touch colours on the other hand are a master of
deception. Your eyes will see paper, but your fingertips will
feel something else - perhaps a feel of rubber? - why not
find out for yourself. The paper’s special secret coating
really does have to be felt to be believed.
Bier paper contains beer! Produced on the oldest paper
making machine in Europe hidden away in the Bavarian
Alps, the sediment of hops and yeast left over from the
beer-making process is used to make this amazing brew.
Bier’s subtle flecked texture, rich colour and unique
heritage make it a very special paper indeed.
Our Thai Tissue colours appeal to the sense of serenity.
A soft and kind collection that evokes thoughts of a gentler
way of life.
Thai Tissue is only available in mixed packs and uniquely
comes in both A4 and A2 sizes (500x700m) lending itself to
special wrapping projects amongst other uses.
A4

Treasury Real Gold*

Soft Touch Ivory

Bier Lager

Treasury White Gold*

Soft Touch Red

Bier Pils

*Real Gold has a
cream reverse side.
*White Gold a pure white
reverse.

Papier Mache was
used to build a church in
Norway which survived for
nearly 40 yrs.

Soft Touch and Bier only
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Thai Tissue only

A2

Treasury and Soft Touch only

Thai Black

Treasury and Soft Touch only
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